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Before You Write
•Develop your idea

•Identify a funding opportunity

•Speak with NIH staff



Create an Outline
•Provisional title

•Specific Aims

•Narrative

•Experiments

•Research Strategy

•Abstract and Narrative



Write a Provisional Title
•Succinct

•Specific

•Distinguishing

•Goal oriented

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provisional title: helps you stay focused and write a better research plan. Keep your title as succinct and specific as possible while including the important info that distinguishes your project within your research area. This title should reflect your project’s goals, the problem your project addresses, and how you intend to study the problem. Visit the NIH Grants and Contracts website to find examples of funded grants to see well-written titles and grants (e.g., “Enhance AAV Liver Transduction with Capsid Immune Evasion”)��



Draft Your Specific Aims
•Build on experience

•Address significant problem

•Create new knowledge

•Multiple outcomes

•Achievable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approach your specific aims as the aperitif for your research plan. They should excite your reviewers and leave them hungry for more. These aims should specifically tackle your hypothesis, move your field forward, have support from your preliminary data or data from other laboratories, and be achievable. Don’t propose more than can be done within the allotted timeframe.



Craft Your Narrative
•Statement of goals

•50% rationale and significance

•50% summary of aims

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Successful applications include technologies used, expertise required for specific tasks or collaborators that can accomplish them, past related accomplishments, preliminary studies, new findings in the field, explanation of biology, relationship between aims, expected outcomes for each aim, data interpretation, pitfalls, and contingency plans.



Construct Your Research Strategy
•Significance

•Innovation

•Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Significance, innovation, and approach are the three main sections. Organization tips: use consistent headers, outlining, or numbering. Construct your approach around your aims. This section should be well-organized, visually appealing, and readable. Overall, the strategy should provide a roadmap to testing your hypothesis. Always circle back to key points throughout. Your focus should remain on answering three questions:�Can your research move the field forward?�Is the field important-will progress make a difference to human health?�Can you and your team carry out the work?�Emphasize key points in bold or bold italics, but use sparingly



Generate Your Abstract and Narrative
•Significance

•Hypothesis and innovative potential

•Brief aims and objectives

•Relevance to public health

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simplify the language. Use the first sentence of your aims to state significance to your field and relevance to the funder’s mission�State hypothesis�Keep in mind that this section will showcase the importance and health relevance of your research to members of the public and Congress who are interested in NIH is funding with tax dollars



General Writing Tips
•Realistic goals

•Organization

•Concise language

•Sales

•Editing

•Advice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know your limits and what you can actually accomplish�Use outlining to organize your sections and thoughts�Keep sentences to 20 words or less. Use active voice!�Make a case for your project and why it should be fundedAsk others to edit�Get advice



2019 Updates
Section Heading Revised Language

Research Plan –
Research Strategy

Significance Describe the strengths and weaknesses in the rigor of 
the prior research (both published and unpublished).

Research Plan –
Research Strategy

Approach Describe plans to address weaknesses in the rigor of 
the prior research

Study Population 
Characteristics

Inclusion of Women, 
Minorities, and Children

Inclusion Across the Lifespan [References to Inclusion 
of Children replaced with Inclusion Across the Lifespan]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These changes are in effect for career development award applications submitted for due dates after January 25, 2019.Scored Criteria (Significance) - is the prior research that serves as the key support for the proposed project rigorous?Scored Criteria (Approach) - Has the candidate included plans to address weaknesses in the rigor of prior research that serves as the key support for the proposed project?Scored Criteria (Inclusion) - When the proposed project involves human subjects and/or NIH-defined clinical research, the committee will evaluate the proposed plans for the inclusion (or exclusion) of individuals on the basis of sex/gender, race, and ethnicity, as well as the inclusion (or exclusion) of individuals of all ages (including children and older adults) to determine if it is justified in terms of the scientific goals and research strategy proposed.are the plans to address: 1) the protection of human subjects from research risks, and 2) the inclusion (or exclusion) of individuals on the basis of sex/gender, race, and ethnicity, as well as the inclusion (exclusion) of individuals of all ages (including children and older adults), justified in terms of the scientific goals and research strategy proposed?



Budget Basics
•Duration of Program

•Salary Support (varies by Institute/Center)

•Up to legislative salary cap

•Research Support (varies by Institute/Center)

•Up to $50,000 per year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See the FOA for current limits.   You will need to write a budget justification that provides an adequate description of your expenses and justification for why they are needed.Current salary cap is $192,300No salary for your mentor, collaborators, etc.Research support can include reagents, animal costs, materials & supplies, equipment.Your Division’s Business Manager can provide salary information and help with developing your budget.



Format Your Proposal
•Recommended Fonts

•Page Margins

•Page Limits

•Hyperlinks and URLs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fonts: 11 points or larger (smaller size is ok for figures as long as text is legible)Recommended: Arial, Georgia, Helvetica, palatino LinotypeMargins – 0.5 inch; 8.5 x 11 – be careful with pdfs Biosketch – use current template – 5 page limitHyperlinks and URLs Only use where required by instructions (biosketch and publications lists)



Basics
•eRA Commons Username

•Early Stage Investigator

•UTHSC Office of Research Administration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commons username – contact Venessa. Will need to ensure you are affiliated with UTSHCESI:  New Investigator who has completed his/her terminal research degree or medical residency (or the equivalent and whichever date is later) within the past 10 years and has not yet been awarded a substantial, competing NIH research grant.Be sure to complete the demographic section on your Commons profile.UTHSC: Submits application: need Cayuse Access (log in using netID and password, however you have to be granted access!!)UTHSC has strict deadlines (5 days before NIH due dates). Please work with CFRI at least 10 days prior to due date to submit proposal.
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